
 

 
 
 
 

Watercare will NOT be privatised 
 

 

Clean up Auckland’s beaches now 
 

 
Watercare is NOT being privatised. 
 
Goff is running a desperate campaign. As a Cabinet Minister under Rogernomics he privatised/sold the Bank 
of NZ, Air NZ and our communications company Telecom amongst many other assets. In effect he sold our 
total communications capacity as a nation. He knows I am not privatising Watercare. We will retain a 
controlling interest and therefore ownership of Watercare at 51%. Holding onto control of the company and 
ownership of the company is not privatisation. Goff knows he is not telling the truth. Who will and can buy 
the 49%?  
 
The only people that will be authorised to buy 49% of Watercare are the NZ Super Fund, the ACC Investment 
Fund and Kiwi citizens. Our own Super Funds are being invested offshore in everybody else’s infrastructure. 
Our Superfunds are mandated to look at investing our money back on shore. Watercare fits the bill. As with 
many things in this city, the Central government holds us in a headlock and we will need to reset legislation 
across the city including Watercare and all other council controlled organisations.  
 
Goff has run our debt as a city up to 265%. Nearly 3x your credit card being maxed out. On top of this he has 
brought in 11.5 cents Goff Petrol Tax. Solely on Aucklanders, no other city. He has levied three more taxes on 
top of this, a water rate, an environment rate and a bed night rate. We must use our assets better or we 
must keep taxing and rating. How much is Watercare worth and how much does it pay us citizens in a 
dividend per year?  
 
Watercare is worth $10 billion dollars. It has never paid a dividend but has always charged three types of 
water rates and continues to charge large fees for connections for infill housing and others. We have a $10 
billion dollar asset that charges for water rates and it makes significant income. Yet all we can do is merely 
look at it. We must release equity by selling 49% and applying that money to cleaning up our beaches and 
fixing our failing wastewater system across the city. What will the new water charges be after a 49% sale?  
 
Any increase in a water charge will be less than Goff’s petrol tax of 11.5 cents per litre. Any increase in a 
water charge will be less that Goff’s targeted water and environment tax that he applied by stealth this term. 
These two statements are statements of accounting fact. You can work out the numbers. 
 
From meeting with Aucklanders across the region since January of this year, one of the most compelling 
urgent issues regarding our environment is the right to swim at our local beaches, the right to take walks at 
beaches and expect they are clean. If we want to clean up our beaches not in the next 20 years but inside the 
next 10 and if we want to clean them up without being gouged and if we want to live in a more affordable 
city, then, we must use our assets more wisely.  
 
That is exactly what this policy does. 
 

 

 


